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Chapter 2
Earth-Based Tracking and

Navigation Overview

2.1 Navigation Process 
The process of spacecraft navigation is illustrated in Fig. 2-1. The two pri-

mary navigation functions are orbit determination and guidance. The orbit
determination process is an iterative procedure requiring an a priori estimate of
the spacecraft trajectory, referred to as the nominal orbit. Expected values of
the tracking observables are calculated, based upon nominal values for the tra-
jectory and precise models of the tracking observables. These calculated
observables are differenced with the actual values obtained from the tracking
system to form the data residuals. 

If the trajectory and the data models were perfectly known, the residuals
would exhibit a purely random, essentially Gaussian, distribution due to uncor-
related measurement errors (for example, thermal noise in the tracking
receiver). However, errors in the trajectory and the observable models intro-
duce distinctive signatures in the residuals. These signatures enable an adjust-
ment to the model parameters through a procedure known as weighted linear
least-squares estimation, in which the optimal solution is defined to be the set
of parameter values that minimizes the weighted sum of squares of residuals.
When the data are weighted by the inverse of their error covariance, the proce-
dure yields a minimum variance estimator [1]. Since this procedure represents a
linear solution to a nonlinear problem, the steps must be iterated, using the lat-
est parameter estimates, until the solution converges.

The accuracy of the solutions obtained in the manner explained above may
be assessed through a variety of tests. The calculated, or formal, uncertainties
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are obtained from the least-squares algorithm in the form of a parameter-error
covariance matrix [1]. The postfit residuals (that is, the residuals calculated
from the weighted least-squares solution) are examined for systematic trends
and/or large scatter relative to the expected data noise. A more concrete test
involves the subsequent acquisition of additional tracking data and an assess-
ment of the behavior of the predicted, or unadjusted, residuals. Other tests
involve comparing solutions obtained from different mixes of tracking data,
model parameters, and so forth. Large variations in such solutions, relative to
the calculated formal uncertainties, are strong indications of model errors,
either in the tracking data or in the spacecraft dynamics. 

Once the navigators are confident that the trajectory can be reliably pre-
dicted, guidance algorithms are executed to calculate any necessary retarget-
ing maneuvers, and reoptimization of the trajectory may be performed, as
necessary. The orbit-determination and guidance functions are repeated, as
required, during interplanetary flight until the spacecraft is accurately deliv-
ered to the target body. Delivery accuracy requirements vary from mission to
mission, but typically become increasingly more challenging as demonstrated
navigation performance improves. For example, the one sigma (standard devi-
ation) delivery requirement for the Voyager Io encounter was approximately

Fig. 2-1.  The navigation process. Orbit determination is an iterative procedure for
estimating the spacecraft trajectory and related physical parameters from a set of
tracking data. Guidance involves the calculation of optimal maneuvers and com-
mands needed to deliver the spacecraft to the desired target.
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